We have experimentally observed switching between photon-photon correlations (bunching) and anti-correlations (anti-bunching) between two orthogonally polarized laser beams in an EIT configuration in Rb vapor. The bunching and anti-bunching sswitching occurs at a specific magnetic field strength. Recently, interesting phenomena such as photon-photon correlation, phase squeezing, and new entangled states of the radiation field have been studied [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . New bright source of entangled photon states with controlable coherent time has been demonstrated [3] by employing parametric generation with counterpropagating electromagnetic waves in Rb vapor. The photon statistics of the light emitted from atomic ensemble into a single field mode of an optical cavity has been studied in [6] , smooth transition from bunching to anti-bunching has been experimentally demonstrated by changing number of atoms in the cavity.
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We study intensity correlations and anti-correlations of optical fields propagating through a dense Rubidium vapor. The main result is shown in Fig. 1 . For lower level coherence between Zeeman sub-levels prepared by laser beams with orthogonal polarizations (Fig. 1, left side, a) , we observe that the intensity fluctuations of two laser beams are correlated under the condition of electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) (see in Fig. 1 , left side, b) and anti-correlated when two-photon detuning is introduced (see in Fig. 1 , left side, c). That is, we have observed an interesting transition between bunching and anti-bunching by changing two-photon detuning. The two-photon spectral width of this transition is narrower than the width of the EIT window.
An experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1 (left side, a). All measurements have been performed with an external-cavity diode laser (ECDL) tuned to the center of the Doppler broadened D 1 line (5S 1/2 (F = 2) ↔ 5P 1/2 (F = 1)). The output laser beam is split into two by a beam-splitter, then the polarization of the one of the beams is rotated by a λ/2-wave plate, and these two orthogonally linear polarized beams are combined together by a polarizing beam-splitter (PBS). After the λ/4 wave-plate the beam is a combination of two orthogonal circularly polarized optical fields which induce a ground state Zeeman coherence in Rb atoms. A simplified Λ-scheme is depicted in insets of Fig. 1(left side, b,c) .
To study fluctuations of optical fields transmitted through the dense Rb vapor, we have registered the dependence of the intensities of both optical beams on time, I 1,2 + δI 1,2 (t). δI 1,2 (t) are the time dependent intensity fluctuations shown in Fig.1 (right side) , where one can see that there are strong correlations and anticorrelations between beams governed by the EIT condition. The correlation function G (2) (τ ) between intensities of two optical beams is calculated by
(1) where averaging over the time is defined as Q(t) = t+T t Q(t)dt/T , τ is the selected time delay between the recorded signals, T is the time of integration, in our case T = 10 µs.
In conclusion, we report an experimental observation of intensity correlations and anti-correlations of coupled fields in a dense Rb vapor where lower level coherence is created between Zeeman sub-levels by two laser beams with orthoganal polarizations. Intensity fluctuations induced by resonant medium are correlated under resonance EIT condition and anti-correlated at some value of two photon detuning. Narrow correlation and anti-correlations peaks are associated with frequencies above EIT width and natural optical width. Dependence of correlations on magnetic field (two -photon detuning) show resonance behavior. The resonances are near 4 times narrower than the width of the observed EIT resonances.
